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Suppose that a (n—>a„) and b (n-*b„) are sequences in a compact

metric space with distance d. If d(an, bn)—>0, then, clearly, a and b

have the same set of cluster points. If, more generally, ir is a permuta-

tion of the set of positive integers, such that d(an, bTn)—>0, then, again,

a and b have the same set of cluster points. It is a remarkable result

due to J. von Neumann (Charakterisierung des Spektrums eines Inte-

graloperators, Hermann, Paris, 1935, pp. 11-12) that the converse is

true: if two sequences a and b have the same set of cluster points, then

there exists a permutation ir of the set of positive integers such that

d(an, &*„.)—>0. (In fact von Neumann discussed real sequences only,

but that is merely a notational specialization.)

If the common cluster set is a singleton, the permutation can be

chosen to be the identity and the conclusion is immediate. If, more

generally, the common cluster set is finite, the result is less trivial but

still quite easy. The proof von Neumann gave for the general case

is a page densely packed with subscripts. The purpose of this note is

to give a simpler proof. The simplification is achieved by use of the

best known result in infinite combinatorics, the Schroder-Bernstein

theorem. An a posteriori analysis of von Neumann's proof shows that

the subscripts hide a re-proof of that theorem in the special case at hand.

If C is the common cluster set of a and b, write e„ = l/n+d(an, C),

and let U„ be the open ball with center a„ and radius e„. Since

e„>d(an, C), the ball Un contains at least one point of C, and, conse-

quently, U„ contains infinitely many terms of the sequence b. Let

<rl be the smallest positive integer such that oT > 1 and b<,iEUi. In-

ductively, let a(n + l) be the smallest positive integer such that

a(n + l)>a(n) and ba(n+i)E Un+i- (Observe that a(n)>n.) Since

e»—>0, it follows that d(an, b„n)—>Q. Summary: there exists a one-to-

one mapping a of the set of positive integers into itself such that

an>n for all n and such that d(an, b„n)-^Q. Similarly, there exists a

one-to-one mapping r of the set of positive integers into itself such

thatrn>n for all n and such thatd(aTn, bn)-*Q.

The Schroder-Bernstein theorem says that if M and N are sets and

if a: M-^N and t: N—>M are injections, then there exists a bijection
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it: M—>N such that if irm = n, then either am = n or m = m. (See

P. M. Cohn, Universal algebra, Harper-Row, New York, 1965, p. 23,

and, for further references, L. Mirsky and H. Perfect, Systems of

representatives, J. Math. Anal. Appl. 15 (1966), 520-568, Theorem

6.4. The theorem is not always stated this way, but all the usual

proofs prove this version too; cf. P. R. Halmos, Naive set theory,

Van Nostrand, Princeton, N. J., 1960, pp. 88-89.)

Suppose now that both M and N are the set of positive integers,

let a and r he the injections defined two paragraphs before, and let ir

he a permutation (bijection) such as is given by the Schroder-

Bernstein theorem. If Na = {n:irn = an} and NT= {n: rim = n}, then

N„KJNT = N (by the condition connecting ir with cr and t) and

N„DNT = 0 (because if irn = on and iicn = n, then ian = n, which

contradicts ran>an>n).

The proof is completed by verifying that dian, brn) is small when

n is large. If ra£iV„, then dian, brn) =d(a„, bcn), and the result follows

from the properties of a. If nENT, then dian, &„)=d(ar(,n), &(i™)),

and the result follows from the properties of t, together with the

observation that, since ir is a permutation, irn—* <x> as n—* oo.
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